
 
 

Rimba Electro Sex Gloves. 
 

The ultimate in erotic massage.  
 

This set contains the following parts: 

- 1 pair electro gloves      

- 1 pair latex gloves  

- 1 set of 4 adhesive pads (rimba ref. # 858) 

- 1 pair of press-on button (snap) connectors 

- 1 lead wire  

 

 

Possibilities for massage: Male to Female  

Female to Female 

    Male to Male 

    Solo Masturbation. 

    Dual masturbation 

 

Manual for erotic Massage to partner with both hands: 

- Use a rimba 850 or 880 powerbox unit 

- Make sure that full batteries are in the battery housing 

- Connect the lead wire to one of the channels in the powerbox 

- Connect the press-on button (snap) pieces to the other end of the lead wire 

- Put on the latex gloves  

- Put the conductive gloves on, over the latex gloves 

- Connect the press-on buttons (snaps) from the lead wire on each glove 

- Turn on the power of the electro box 850 or 880 slowly 

- If you touch your partner with both hands, the current will start electro pulses. 

- Best conduction when used with Rimba electro gel. 

 

Manual for Erotic Massage to partner with one hand: 

- Use a rimba 850 or 880 powerbox unit 

- Make sure that full batteries are in the battery housing 

- Connect the lead wire to one of the channels in the powerbox 

- Connect one press-on button (snap) piece to the red connector on the end of  the 

lead wire 

- Connect to the black plug on self adhesive gel pad. (You don’t use the snap) 

- Put on a latex glove, and over that, the conductive glove and connect the lead wire. 

- Put the adhesive pad on any sexy body part of your partner and connect the black 

plug 

- Turn on the power of the electro box 850 or 880 slowly 

- If you touch your partner with the glove, the current will start electro pulses. 

- Best conduction when used with Rimba electro gel. 

 

 

 

 



Manual for Erotic Massage without partner.  (Masturbation): 

- Use a rimba 850 or 880 powerbox unit 

- Make sure that full batteries are in the battery housing 

- Connect the lead wire to one of the channels in the powerbox 

- Connect one press-on button (snap) piece to the red connector on the end of  the 

lead wire 

- Connect to the black plug on self adhesive gel pad. 

- Put on the conductive glove (without the latex glove) and connect the lead wire. 

- Put the adhesive pad on any sexy body part and connect the black plug 

- Turn on the power of the electro box 850 or 880 slowly 

- If you touch yourself with the glove, the current will start electro pulse stimulation. 

- Best conduction when used with Rimba electro gel. 

Or,….  Put on the latex gloves, put the conductive gloves over it, connect every part and 

touch yourself! 

 

Warning and Precaution: 

- Keep out of reach of children 

- Do not immerse the gloves neither the powerbox in water nor other liquids. 

- Do not use, if you or your partner wears a cardiac-pacemaker 

- Do not use during pregnancy 

- Do not use on eyelids 

- Do not use on broken skin 

- Avoid abrupt changes in stimulation control settings 

- Turn the powerbox off before applying removing or changing electrodes 

- Stimulation of areas where bones are near the skin can be painful in some patients. 

- Stimulation controls, especially amplitude should be adjusted slowly. 

 

  Rimba powerbox starter set # 850 

     
Rimba powerbox set # 880 

Download your manual for item 850 and 880:  www.rimba.nl 

 

 
 

Your secret, the best pleasure. 

http://www.rimba.nl/

